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THE HUMANE SOCIETY 
OF THE UNITED STATES 

Testimony in Support of LD 1049, if amended 
An Act Regarding the Sale of Dogs with Health Problems 
Committee on Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry 

March 19, 2019 

Senator Dill, Representative Hickman, and members of the Committee on Agriculture, Conservation and 
Forestry, my name is Katie Hansberry and I am the Maine senior state director of the Humane Society of 
the United States. 

On behalf of the Humane Society of the United States and our Maine supporters, I respectfully urge you 
to vote ought to pass as amended on LD 1049, which would expand the choice of remedies available to 
purchasers of dogs or cats with health problems in certain situations — when the animal has been deemed 
unfit for sale in accordance with the current statute and has a life expectancy of less than one year. 

Some of you may know I love corgis and I’ve had three as part of my family over the past twenty years, 
Austin, Scully, and Mulder. I want to tell you a little about my first corgi, Austin. When I first visited the 
breeder, where I was able to see where the puppies were born and raised, as well as how their mom and 
other extended family members lived, I was sure I wanted a female puppy. However, as soon as I met 
Austin there was a cormection and I changed courses and ended up getting a male. Austin did have an 
inherited condition called Degenerative Myelopathy (DM), which is similar to ALS. The symptoms of 
DM do not appear until later in a dog’s life, for Austin it was when he was 9 years old, so this bill 
wouldn’t impact his situation, but the reason I bring him up is because if he had suffered from some other 
health issue or condition that manifested very early in his life, such as in those situations which deem a 
cat or dog unfit for sale under section l of the existing statute, I know, without a doubt, that I would have 
wanted to keep him. The bonds we have with our pets, which the vast majority of people consider 
members of the family, are incredibly strong and it is important for the families that find themselves in 
these heartbreaking situations of to have the option of keeping and caring for their beloved pet. It is also 
reasonable and appropriate for them to receive a full refund of the purchase price as these devastating 
circumstances are often compounded by financial worries due to significant veterinary bills. 

I did contact Austin’s breeder to let her know he had DM. Not because I was seeking a remedy from her, 
but rather so that she had the information about the inherited condition and could share it with others that 

may be breeding dogs from the same family line in case there were any steps that could be taken to help 
keep it from continuing to be passed onto future generations. I understand that some opposed to this bill 
may raise concerns about wanting to prevent the passing on of hereditary and congenital conditions as a 

basis for not wanting to allow the new owner to keep the animal. Since the amended version of the bill 
deals only with an expanded remedy for animals with a less than one year life expectancy, I do not feel 
that is too great of a concern. However, if the committee did feel it should be addressed, a further 
amendment could be considered that would require an agreement by the new owner not to breed the 
animal. A requirement that the animal be spayed or neutered may not be a viable option in such cases 
where as it could further jeopardize the already ill animal’s wellbeing. 

The pictures I’ve included at the end of my testimony are of Austin on the day I met him and one 
following his diagnosis of DM, which shows him playing in his wheels. 

The Humane Society of the United States receives complaints from buyers of sick puppies on a daily 
basis. Over a ten-year period (2007-2017), we received 5,118 puppy buyer complaints. The complaints 
came in by way of our online complaint form, by email, and through our puppy mill tip line (1-877-
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MILLTIP). Pet buyers complained about sick puppies sold by a variety of sources, including pet stores, 
breeders (both in person and online) or middleman dealers (sometimes known as brokers). 

We prepared a report summarizing the ten years of complaints - Puppy Buyer Complaints: A Ten Year 
Summary 2007 — 2017, which is available online.' The 5,118 complaints received represent only a small 
fraction of all sick puppy complaints nationwide. Many buyers of sick puppies report their complaints 
directly to the seller, to local animal control or law enforcement, to a consumer group such as the Better 
Business Bureau, or on a website such as ripoffreportcom. Many others, absorbed in trying to provide 
urgent care to a sick puppy, do not contact anyone at all. 

Behind the statistics of this summary are more than 5,100 puppies who suffered, and in many cases died, 
and more than 5,100 families or individuals who agonized along with their pets, often both financially and 
emotionally. It was common for complainants to use phrases such as “heartbroken” and “devastated” to 
describe the psychological effects of trying to save the life of their sick puppy. 

Because deadly diseases in puppies may have an incubation period of up to two weeks, puppies can seem 
healthy at the time of purchase, only to become sick or even die within one to ten days. Some buyers 
reported spending thousands of dollars trying to save the life of a sick puppy, with a few spending more 
than $10,000 in veterinary bills attempting to save the life or ease the suffering of their pet. 

For these reasons, I respectfully urge you to provide this additional remedy to families facing these 
incredibly difficult situations by voting ought to pass as amended on LD 1049. 

Thank you for your time and I would be happy to answer any questions.

K 
Katie Hansberry 
Maine Senior State Director 
khansberry@humanesociety.org 
207-999-2323 
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